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GIA/AGS/EGL Certified: Conflict-Free Loose Colorless & Natural Colored Fancy Diamonds

Acquire a certified conflict-free diamond that meets or exceeds your exact specifications, with the same
passionate confidence, knowledge and certainty exhibited in selecting the individual that will lovingly
cherish, wear and display it.

Dec. 2, 2006 - PRLog -- As an advocate and industry leader in offering only independent laboratory graded
loose colorless diamonds, loose natural colored fancy diamonds and gemstones, Certified Diamonds &
Gemstones, Inc. expends tremendous resources to access hundreds of thousands of conflict-free
diamonds/gemstones to provide its clientele with the highest level of comfort and assurance that the
certified loose merchandise selected for purchase is beyond reproach. Before you acquire loose colorless
diamonds, natural fancy colored diamonds and/or gemstones for a ring, bracelet, broach, pendant, earrings,
necklace, object d'art or strictly for investment purposes, please pause and ask yourself: "ow confident are
you in the jewelry merchant's biased opinion of the quality of their often limited available inventory of
specific diamonds/gemstones?" Does their salesperson's opinion or the opinion of their in-house graduate
gemologist represent the truly independent unbiased opinion you deserve - unaffected by employment
status, economic issues, limited inventory or available laboratory analysis equipment and accurate
corresponding documentation?

Upon gaining access to www.CertifiedDiamondDealers.com, there is no need to impulsively or blindly
settle on a limited inventory of merchandise or a biased opinion on the technical pedigree of your specified
diamond/gemstone. At your request, Certified Diamonds & Gemstones, Inc.welcomes the opportunity to
immediately marshal its international resource of diamond/gemstone trading partners to rapidly obtain
GIA/AGS/EGL certified merchandise that exactly matches or exceeds your submitted desired technical
specifications regarding: Cut, Color, Clarity, Carat, Certification(s) and Confidence.

Certified Diamonds & Gemstones, Inc. solely provides conflict-free loose diamonds/gemstones that have
been previously certified after undergoing state of the art scientific laboratory analysis at one or more of the
international benchmark authorities for unbiased laboratory pedigree evaluations at: GIA (Gemological
Institute of America), AGS (American Gem Society) and/or EGL USA/EGL Worldwide (European
Gemological Laboratory). Naturally, GIA/AGS/EGL third party laboratory certifications, grading and
documentation of your selected loose diamond/gemstone, along with Certified Diamonds & Gemstones,
Inc.'s: Lifetime Upgrade Credit, Guarantee, 100% Refund & Return Policy, Complimentary Insured
Express Shipping, Design Services, Brokerage Services and Cash Referral Program form an irrefutable
unbiased traceable chain of authentication which verifies the quality and documents the unique
characteristics and beauty of your loose diamond/gemstone investment.

When a jeweler states, "n independent laboratory GIA/AGS/EGL certified diamond/gemstone costs more
and is not really necessary....", what they are actually saying is: "rust me, I can sell you and you sould settle
for, an inferior diamond/gemstone from our limited inventory at an inflated price!" Acquire an independent
laboratory certified diamond/gemstone investment that meets or exceeds your exact specifications, with the
same passionate confidence, knowledge and certianty exhibited in selecting the individual that will lovingly
cherish, wear and display it.

Private inquiries for a Confidential Reduced Price Quote for: dealers, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers
and select individual clientele are exclusively available at www.CertifiedDiamondDealers.com.

Website: www.CertifiedDiamondDealers.com
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